In the deepest recesses of pre-pubescent REM sleep, Sally Moore was dreaming.
She was big, bigger than her older brother Smith, bigger
than her father. Sally was large and slow, but equipped
with a heaviness and the power that came with it. She
lumbered: every movement dragged through honey,
through water, through mud. Sliding her hands down
the contours of this new girth, Sally trembled to feel
the exotic sensations of pelts of hair, a round, firm belly, damp heat. Sally swung her arms, trying to spin in
a familiar gesture of girlhood, but her center of gravity
stayed stubbornly put, her suddenly thick appendages unable to lift away from her body as they normally
could. Even the effort of the attempt proved to be too
much in this dripping and dragging existence, and she
let herself sink back into the slow muck.
On the outside she was new, but on the inside she felt
the familiar desire for satiation, a thwarted need for
more. As she settled into herself and adjusted to the
new pressures on her joints and sit bones and shoulders,
from her great belly came deep gurglings, the churning
and working of activity that she felt at once alienated
from and deeply protective of. Each new sensation and
new bodily reality seemed to Sally a small duckling that
had waddled into her charge, without thinking and
with great consequence. The curls of coarse hair, the
sour sweat, the thick body, the workings within it, were
novel but also very much her own; they were sweet and

strange and worthy of protection. Like a giantess,
the Great Mother, Sally laboriously crooked her head
downward and wished for merging; she longed to suckle
and stroke her yellowed hard toenails, the roll of middle
skin created by sitting, and especially the active bubbling of her guts. She burned and toiled, at once separated from and only existing as the roiling of her belly. Her
ears were given over to it first, the bubbling became a
roar, and her ears were colonized by the cauldron of her
guts; for a brief moment she could see them as clearly as
anything, and said goodbye. Then went the hair, a second after gaining god-like awareness of every strand and
follicle, on her toes, her legs, her groin, her belly, her
chest, her back, and her head, it was all swept away, carried into the greedy gulping fire of her stomach. Then
her hands, plump and cakey and moist, ceased to grip
the skin of her belly and as if casually walking through
an open doorway, slipped to the other side.
One by one, the parts of Sally’s new body enacted greetings and introductions, then like lemmings, gave themselves to the greasy agitations of her gorgeous belly.
~~
Sally felt herself being pulled back to the surface, and
the sound of someone shouting her name penetrated
the mucus of the dream. As she opened her eyes, she
learned the viscosity had gone and was replaced by
smoke, as if the swirling lava had exhausted itself, dry-

ing into a blackened crust emanating a different state of
matter into the world.
She was pulled from bed, roughly but without much
strain. Her body had returned to its slight state, subject
once more to the machinations of others without the
stabilizing force of her newly gained, newly lost, sheer,
gargantuan physicality.
Later, wrapped in a fireman’s blanket at the neighbor’s
house, she dispassionately discovered she had soiled
herself in bed, but it mattered little as the contents of her
bowels had burned with the rest of the only home she
had ever lived in. Laying her hands on her belly, once
again flat and smooth, she beckoned for the dream to
coat her, reveling in the stink of herself, and felt a surge
of love and protection for all that had died in the fires.
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